NAVI GUIDE PULSE MWD
POSITIVE PULSE MEASUREMENT WHILE DRILLING
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ULTRA LIGHT MWD

Measurement While Drilling Introduction
The Navi Guide Pulse MWD is a positive pulse system with minimum moving parts for
extended downhole life and simple maintenance. This uniquely flexible design is capable for
use in drill collar sizes from 2-7/8" up to and including 11.0" OD
The system is fully retrievable and replaceable via wireline. The pulser is located on the lower
end of the tool and fits into an orienting flow restrictor sub (UBHO Sub). The remainder is
centered in a standard non-magnetic drill collar
Navi Guide Pulse MWD Assembly Downhole Components
• Pulser Module
• Battery Module
• Directional Module
Navi Guide Pulse MWD Dimensions
Diameter 1.88"
Length 18 feet
Operating Specifications
Maximum Downhole Temperature - 175 degree C / 350 degree F
Operational time - 400 hours per lithium battery module

Data Measurements

CATEGORY ULTRA LIGHT SPECIFICATIONS

Maximum pressure - 138,000 kPa (20,000 PSI) Operating flow rate will depend on BHA
• Inclination
• Azimuth
• Dip Angle
• Gravity Tool Face
• Magnetic Tool Face
• Temperature
• Battery Voltage
• Gamma Counts (optional)

Data Transmission
Positive-pulse
Maximal lateral displacement error:
2.6 ft./1000 ft. or a conical uncertainty of 0.15 maximum
Inclination accuracy: 0.1
Toolface accuracy: 0.5
Dip angle accuracy 0.1
Maximum lost-circulation material:
40-50 ppb concentration, any size
Measurement While Drilling (MWD) systems play a major role in the Directional Drilling
Industry. They were designed to minimize downtime due to surveying and logging, and
therefore improve the efficiency of the drilling operation. The MWD tool can be customized for
specific needs. Information is collected, processed and transmitted real-time via Positive Mud
Pulse Telemetry. The drilling rig’s circulation system is the medium through which the
information is transmitted
www.f asdri l l .co m
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ULTRA LIGHT MWD

Positive Pulse Transmission
Background
A large number of different coding schemes have been used for encoding MWD mud
pulse signals. A paper by Steve Monroe (SPE 20326,1990) discusses the relative
advantages and disadvantages of many of these methods, especially with regard to
their “Data Rate” (data bits per second), “Pulse Rate” (pulses per data byte), and
“Signal Efficiency” (data bits per pulse). The method that Fasdrill uses is not
discussed in Steve Monroe’s paper but has a name similar to one described in the
paper. We call our coding method “M-ary Coding”. We have chosen this method for
its reasonable combination of good data rate, and good signal efficiency, as well as
some desirable characteristics related to having to detect only a single pulse in the
presence of noise.
M-ary Coding

CATEGORY POSITIVE PULSE TRANSMISSION

The Ultra Light MWD coding method involves breaking up any data word into
combinations of two (2) and three (3) bit symbols, each encoded by locating a single
pulse in one-of-four or one-of-eight possible time slots. An example for the case of an
8-bit word encoding a value of 221 is shown below:

In the above example we have chosen to use the time slots (time resolution-intervals)
equal to one half the pulse width, and have allowed for a full pulse width (two-slot)
pulse-interference-gap (PIG) or recovery time after each pulse. These choices were
mainly based on earlier modeling and experimental work (Marsh, Fraser and Holt:
SPE 17787, 1988). One important feature of this method is that we have to find only
the best single pulse in a window containing four or eight possible locations for the
pulse. This feature increases the robustness of the detection process at the expense
of data rate and signal efficiency.

4
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ULTRA LIGHT MWD

Positive Pulse Detection and Decoding
Synchronization of the Detection and Decoding Processes with the
Transmitted Signals
The Fasdrill Navi Guide Pulse MWD uses a triple wide pulse followed by three to
eight single- wide pulses to provide a method of synchronizing the surface equipment
to the transmitted data sequences. The surface receiver equipment functions by looking
for one received pulse, matched to the shape of the triple-wide pulse, followed by
establishing a time base derived from the received positions in time of the three or
more single-wide pulses. The receiver also utilizes a tracking loop that removes clock
drift, by slowly adjusting the surface timing based on the average location in time of the
received pulses.
Pulse Detection

CATEGORY DETECTION AND DECODING

The Fasdrill Navi Guide Pulse MWD surface receiver uses the cascade of a
simple front-end analog-roofing filter, followed by a steep cut off tunable low pass
filter, followed by a matched filter executed in software. This methodology is
discussed in the paper by Marsh, et. al., mentioned above. The matched filter has
been shown to be the optimum filter for detecting signals corrupted by additive
white Gaussian noise under a wide variety of criteria. Use of the matched filter has
proven effective in many different MWD systems over the years. The Ultra Light
software has the ability to shift the tunable filter edge during operation to help
reduce the effect of inband interference. For those cases where the noise/interference
is concentrated in the upper portion of the passband, manually lowering the “low pass”
cutoff frequency will reduce the noise/interference faster than it reduces the
signal. This can result in enhanced signal detection quality. The results of the
pulse detection process are the location in time of the centroid of the “best”
pulse located in the allowed time window, its amplitude and other characteristics. In
case multiple pulses are detected in the allowed symbol window, an evaluation
process is started which may enable the correct pulse to be selected.

Decoding Process
After each pulse is detected, the value of the symbol corresponding to its location
is determined.
When all the expected pulses making up a data word
have been received, the decoded value is reported to the receiver display
and logging functions. The receiver display maintains files containing all decoded data
words

www.f asdri l l .co m
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SURVEY QUALIFICATION

Magnetic Field
All magnetic objects produce invisible lines of force that extend between the poles of the
object. The Earth can be thought of as a spherical magnet. Magnetic field lines radiate
between the Earth’s north and south magnetic poles just as they do between the poles of a bar
magnet. Each of the following components of the Earth’s Magnetic Field is location specific.
At any given location on the Earth, they will have values particular to that location only. It is this
fact that makes these components useful in Directional Drilling.
There are several theories to explain the Earth’s magnetic field:
Theory #1:
Rotation of the Earth’s solid exterior relative to its liquid iron core is believed to induce a slow
rotation of the core. A magnetic field results from the electrical currents generated by the
relative motion between the liquid core and the mantle. The conclusion that there is a liquid
portion of the core is compatible with available data.

CATEGORY SURVEY QUALIFICATION

Core

Theory #2
Similar to theory #1. The center portion of the Earth is largely composed of iron and has the
mechanical properties of a fluid. These fluids are subjected to internal circulation currents
similar to phenomena observed at the periphery of the sun. The internal circulation of these
fluids acts as the source of the Earth’s magnetic field according to the principle of a self
excited dynamo.

6
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SURVEY QUALIFICATION

Magnetic Field
The total magnetic field is the sum of two fields of different origins:



The principal field that originates within the fluid nucleus of the Earth.
The transitory field that is generated outside the Earth. This field is caused by the
rotation of the Earth relative to the sum and by the cycles of the Sun’s activity.

Aspects of the transitory field:





Secular variations of approximately 15 gammas per year – a minor effect.
Diurn
Diurnal solar variation on the order of 30-40 gammas per day – a minor effect.
The cyclical “Eleven Years” variation – a minor effect.
Magnetic storms which may reach several hundreds of gammas – a major effect.

The Earth’s own magnetic field extends out to approximately 8 times the radius of the planet.
Beyond this prevails the Magneto Pause, a region in space where the Earth’s magnetic field
contacts the Solar Wind. On its sunward side, the Earth’s magnetosphere is compressed by
high-energy particles from the solar wind.

5
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The total magnetic field intensity is the vector sum of its horizontal component and its vertical
component. The vertical component of the magnetic field points toward the ground and therefore
contributes nothing to the determination of the direction of magnetic north. The horizontal
component can be computed from the following equation:
Magnetic Field Strength (HFH) x COS (Dip Angle) = Horizontal Component

www.f asdri l l .co m
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CATEGORY SURVEY QUALIFICATION

These particles collide with the Earth’s magnetic field at a speed of 640 miles per second and are
slowed down at the shock front to 400 miles per second. Variations in the solar wind produce
changes in the Earth’s magnetic field. Solar flare particles reach the Earth in approximately two
days. The shock wave preceding the cloud of plasma from the solar flare compresses the
magnetosphere and rapidly intensifies the geomagnetic field at ground level. This compression
takes place over a few minutes and is called the Sudden Storm Commencement
(SSC). It is followed by the Initial Phase (IP) that lasts from 30 minutes to a few hours. The Main
Phase (MP) produces a drop in the magnetic field strength due to an opposing field generated by
the energized particles in the magnetosphere. This is normally not a problem for locations in the
Gulf of Mexico and at lower latitudes.

SURVEY QUALIFICATION

Magnetic Field
Only the horizontal component of the Earth’s magnetic field is desired because the downward
vector contributes only to the magnitude of the magnetic field strength and not to the direction.
The expected value can be obtained from the Geomag program. Differences observed between
the measured HFH value and the value derived from Geomag may be due to the following
factors:






Uncertainties in chart values and drill string magnetism
Uncertainties induced by temporal variations in the magnetic field.
Uncertainty in the measured value of the magnetic field.
Temperature sensitivity of the magnetometers
Errors from the A/D converter

CATEGORY SURVEY QUALIFICATION

X

Z

Y
Horizontal Component of
Magnetic Field Strength
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SURVEY QUALIFICATION

Magnetic Declination
The Earth can be thought of as having a magnetic dipole running through its center with North
and South poles at either end. This dipole does not necessarily correspond with the Earth’s
rotational axis. The angle between magnetic North and geographic North (True North) is
defined as the magnetic declination or the angle of declination. This is dependant upon the
location (both in latitude and longitude) and can vary in areas of high magnetic activity (such as
Alaska). All magnetic surveys require a conversion to geographic direction by adding or
subtracting the declination angle. If magnetic declination is known, then the direction of the
Earth’s magnetic field relative to True North can be calculated. Angles of declination to the
West of geographic North are negative and magnetic declinations to the East of geographic
North are positive. Magnetic declination can vary up to 1.7 degrees and the total magnetic field
strength may vary by as much as 770 gammas during extreme sun spot activity. Also
remember, the closer to the equator:




The lower the total field strength
The higher the horizontal component
The less the dip angle

Easterly Declination

Westerly Declination
N

N
-

+
E

W
S

E

W
-

+

CATEGORY SURVEY QUALIFICATION

+

-

+

S

The center of the Earth’s magnetic field is unstable and difficult to localize. Presently, magnetic
center drifts from the center of the Earth at the rate of two kilometers per year (three degrees
westward and two degrees northward per year). For comparison, the magnetic declination in
Europe during the last twenty centuries has ranged from 27 degrees East to 22 degrees West.
Magnetic center is currently located about 1200 kilometers from geographic North. The Earth’s
magnetic field is subject to changes in polarity, but this happens over a time scale of millions of
years During Miocene, Pliocene and Quaternary periods, North and South poles have been
inverted several times. Although the cause for the reversal has yet to be explained, the effects
can be seen in the sea floor. Using highly sensitive magnetometers (developed to detect
submarines during WWII), scientists sweep the oceans to record the magnetic retention of the
lava rock formed from sea floor spreading. Lava flowing up from the interior solidifies in the
crack that follows the crest of mid-ocean ridges. The rock then becomes magnetized with
either normal or reversed magnetization, depending on the direction of the Earth’s field at the
time. Newer material fills the crack, continuing the process. In this way, the sea floor acts like
a tape recorder that encodes, by magnetic imprinting, the history of reversals of the
geomagnetic field. Scientists have proven the existence of polar shifts but cannot explain their
occurrence.

www.f asdri l l .co m
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SURVEY QUALIFICATION

Magnetic Declination
Secular Change: As mentioned above, the declination for a particular location is
time dependant. The North Pole is moving at a rate as high as 25 kilometers per year.
Depending on the location, the declination change can be fairly significant.
•

•

•

CATEGORY SURVEY QUALIFICATION

•

Geomagnetic Reference Models: is accepted that the International
Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) is accurate to within 1 degree and
the Canadian GRF accurate to .5 degree.
Local Magnetic Anomalies: Local magnetic anomalies can be caused by
iron ore deposits & geological features of volcanic origin (faults & lava
beds). Magnetic anomalies cannot be predicted by Geomagnetic
Reference Models and can only be detected by comparing observed
magnetic values to the model values. Magnetic anomalies have been
known to cause up to 4 degree declination variations.
Diurnal Effects: Diurnal motion of the North Pole is caused by solar wind.
The ionized particles emanating from the sun distort the Earth’s magnetic
field. As the Earth rotates, any particular location will be subject to the lee
side then alternately the windward side of the solar wind. This causes an
effect of moving the North Pole around an elliptical path tens of kilometers
in diameter. Diurnal effect on declination is dependent on latitude. The
higher the latitude, the worse the effect.
Solar Magnetic Activity (Solar Storms): During periods of high solar
magnetic activity, bursts of charged particles are projected into space.
These particles react with and distort the Earth’s magnetic field. The
result can be dramatic movements of the North Pole, thus changes in
declination.

Magnetic
North

Angle of
Declination
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True
North

SURVEY QUALIFICATION

Dip Angle
Only near the equator is the Earth’s magnetic field parallel to the Earth’s surface.
In the Northern Hemisphere, the field lines have a downward component. In the
Southern Hemisphere, the field lines have an upward component. The angle that
the magnetic field lines make with the horizontal (Earth’s surface) is called the
Dip Angle. As with Magnetic Field Strength, deviation from the expected value
can result in a loss of accuracy. The accepted tolerance is 0.92 Degrees.
Dip Angle
82 degrees
Dip Angle
78 degrees

Dip Angle
10 degrees

CATEGORY SURVEY QUALIFICATION

Magnetic Dip
Angle

Earth

www.f asdri l l .co m
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SURVEY QUALIFICATION

Dip Angle
North Pole or Total
Magnetic Field Vector

DIP = 0 degrees

Equator

Tangent at the
Equator
Angle Formed With Magnetic
Vector is Equal to 0 Degrees

CATEGORY SURVEY QUALIFICATION

North Pole or Total
Magnetic Field Vector
Tangent at the
North Pole
Angle Formed With Magnetic
Vector is Equal to 90 Degrees

Equator

DIP = 90 degrees

Common relative values for dip angle:
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Gulf of Mexico 59 degrees
East Canada
70 degrees
Beaufort Sea
84 degrees
North Sea
70 degrees

SURVEY QUALIFICATION

Magnetic Field Strength
The Earth’s magnetic field lines converge where the magnetic force is strong, and
spread out where it is weak. Since the magnetic force is strongest at the poles, the field
lines will converge at the poles. This means the Magnetic Field Strength is highest at
the poles. Magnetic Field Strength is a measure of the intensity of any given point on
the Earth. This is measured in gammas (also in teslas or gauss). The Ultra Light MWD
tool measures three components of the magnetic field vector, which make up the total
MFS. The MWD system uses this value to qualify Azimuth readings. Differences in the
predicted MFS and the MWD measured MFS can result from:




Drillstring Magnetism
Magnetic Field Variations
Errors from tool electronics and temperature of the magnetometers

Any deviation from the expected Magnetic Field Strength value can indicate magnetic
interference, and a loss in the accuracy of the magnetometers. The accepted tolerance
is 0.015 Gauss.
Common relative values of total magnetic field strength:

Gulf of Mexico
East Canada
Beaufort Sea
North Sea

CATEGORY SURVEY QUALIFICATION






50,000 gammas
54,000 gammas
58,500 gammas
50,000 gammas

www.f asdri l l .co m
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SURVEY QUALIFICATION

Gravity
Newton’s Law of Gravitation:
Every particle of matter in the universe attracts every other particle with a force that is
directly proportional to the product of the masses and inversely proportional to the
square of the distance between them.
Gravitational force is a function of the distance from the center of the bodies in
question.
The gravitational field (G) is primarily a function of:
 Latitude (main factor)
 Depth/Altitude: referenced to mean sea level (MSL)
 Regional fluctuations in the density of the Earth’s crust.
Changes in the measured value of G are attributed to the Earth’s rotation. The rotation
has given the Earth a slightly flattened shape. Therefore, the equatorial radius is larger
than the polar radius. The G value changes from 0.997 at 0 degrees latitude (Equator)
to approximately 1.003 at 90 degrees latitude.

S

CATEGORY SURVEY QUALIFICATION

Mw2s

Worst case is at the
equator:
Mg

w2s
g

= 0.030m/sec2 which is 0.003g’s

A decrease in G can also be seen with increasing hole depth. The rate of change is
approximately 0.0005 per 10000 feet. You would have to be at 20,000 feet to see a 0.001
change.
The measured Gravity value is used to qualify Inclination readings. The measured value for
Gravity should be 1.000. Deviation from the expected value may be due to movement in
the drillstring, which will affect the accuracy of the accelerometers. It can also be caused by
instrument errors such as temperature sensitivity, errors in axes alignment, electronic
circuitry and shocks/vibrations caused by mud flow or pipe movement. The accepted
tolerance is 0.005g. Gravity is the G total which is the vector sum of the 3 magnetometers.

T
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SURVEY QUALIFICATION

Gravity
Earth’s Gravitational Field
Mass = m
G

G = GmMe
r

2

G = Universal
Gravitational
Constant

CATEGORY SURVEY QUALIFICATION

R = radius between centers
Mass of Earth = Me

www.f asdri l l .co m
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SURVEY QUALIFICATION

Magnetometers
A basic fluxgate magnetometer uses a magnetic core material to gate the ambient
magnetic field flux lines and out of a pickup coil wound about a primary coil which, in turn,
is wound about the core. The design is based on the phenomenon of magnetic hysteresis
and saturation: the failure of the magnetized body to immediately return to its original
value when the external value is reduced. The field that drives the core through its
hysteresis loop is generated by passing a current through the primary coil. As the flux
lines are drawn into and expelled from the core, the flux in the pickup coil changes and an
induced voltage appears across the terminals of the coil.
In practice, the core is composed of a highly magnetically permeable material and is
placed inside a pair of primary (Drive) coils. These drive coils are toroidally wound in
series and are imbalanced by a resistor. The primary coils are surrounded by a
secondary (Pickup) coil. The core is sharply driven into a saturated state by a AC voltage
supply, then slowly returns to its transition condition.

Reference
Axis

Imbalancing

Pickup
Coil

CATEGORY SURVEY QUALIFICATION

Resistor

Drive
Coils
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SURVEY QUALIFICATION

Magnetometers

Pickup (sensing) Coil
Pickup Coil

DC Bucking Current Is

Core

Peak
Detector/
Averager

DC Output

DC
error

+

A

CATEGORY SURVEY QUALIFICATION

Rs
Blocks
DC Current
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SURVEY QUALIFICATION

Accelerometers
A basic accelerometer consists of a simple mass which is constrained to only move
linearly within a frame work and which is coupled to that frame work by an elastic
member. From the diagram below, if the vehicle (or main frame) and the mass are
traveling at the same speed, then no acceleration is felt (position A). If the main
frame is suddenly moved (acceleration), the mass tends to maintain its own speed by
virtue of its inertia. Therefore, there is a relative motion between the vehicle and the
mass.
By measuring the acceleration force on the known mass, the vehicle acceleration can
be determined.
“Accelerometer” is the name given to a transducer that responds to acceleration,
while “inclinometer” is the name given to a set of low range accelerometers. The
inclinometer is used as a slope detector because it is responsive to small gravitational
acceleration changes. An inclinometer refers to a set of three accelerometers.
The accelerometer currently fulfills two major functions:



It is considered a vertical reference device when its function is the proper
alignment of reference axis.
It is considered an inertial device when its major function is the detection and
measurement of acceleration

CATEGORY SURVEY QUALIFICATION

An accelerometer device cannot distinguish the difference between acceleration and
gravity. This is important when discussing the determination of the vertical force. A
vertical reference device acting as a plumb line on the rotating Earth assumes the
same direction in which gravity acts on the rotating Earth. Gravity, in this case, is the
resultant between the Earth’s mass attraction force and its rotational centrifugal force.
Since the Earth is not a perfect sphere, the geocentric vertical does not coincide with
the gravity vertical force.
Sensitive Axis
Case of Accelerometer
rigidly fastened to
vehicle frame.
Elastic coupling
(spring)
Accelerometer
Mass
Motion

Y

Z

18
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(B)

(A)

After vehicle acceleration

Before vehicle accleration

SURVEY QUALIFICATION

Survey Qualifiers
Survey qualifiers are used to “qualify” inclination and azimuth as being correct. If the
drill string is moving when the survey is taken, it could affect the accelerometers and a
false inclination would be measured and sent. If the sensor package is too close to
case or exposed to some other type of magnetic interference, it can affect the
magnetometers and cause a false azimuth to be measured and sent. In either of these
cases, we must have some way of deciding whether or not the survey information is
correct.
By having the system measure some variables for us that should remain constant, the
decision can be made by the MWD operator.
We can program the system to measure and send three different qualifiers:
1) Nominal Dip Angle (DipA or Ndip)
2) Nominal Magnetic Field Strength (MagF or Nmag)
3) Nominal Gravity (Grav or NGrv)

Magnetic Toolface
MTF is used from zero degrees up to 3-5 degrees. This is because gravity forces in
vertical to 3-5 degrees hole are minimal and there is no well defined “highside”. Here,
we use the toolface relative to north, using the Earth’s magnetic field.

CATEGORY SURVEY QUALIFICATION

Gravity Toolface
Gravity Toolface is used above 3-4 degrees, as the hole now has a
“highside” and the gravitational effect on the survey sensors is pronounced
enough to be more accurate.

www.f asdri l l .co m
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MILITARY CONNECTION

Military Connection Assembly
Part No.: AS00660000
Includes the following components:
AS-CA-2855

MILITARY Pigtail

AS00720000

MILITARY Centralizer Fin Assembly

AS00710000

MILITARY Wired Bulkhead Assembly

PPA0BATSNUB

Pressure Housing
SIZE DEPENDS ON MODULE

Solid Snubber Assembly

PPA0013000

MILITARY Female Thread Protector

PPA0014000

MILITARY Male Thread Protector

Solid Snubber Assembly
P/N: PPA0BATSNUB

220 O-Ring x2

P/N: HSE0220V75

MILITARY Wired
Bulkhead
P/N: AS00710000

220 O-Ring x2

P/N: HSE0220V75

MILITARY Pigtail, 35cm
(14”)

CATEGORY MILITARY CONNECTION

P/N: AS-CA-2855

MILITARY
Centralizer Fin
P/N: AS00720000

220 O-Ring x2

P/N: HSE0220V75

20
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MILITARY CONNECTION

Military Connection Components
MILITARY Pigtail

MILITARY Centralizer Fin

36cm (14 inches)

Part No.:

Part No.:

AS-CA-2855

AS00720000

MILITAY Pigtail Adapter

MILITARY Wired Bulkhead

additional modules

modules

for Pulser, Battery, Gamma or any
Part No.:

AS00670000

Part No.:

PPA0BATSNUB

Part No.:

Part No.:

ASP0006000

AS00710000

Thread Protector, Male
Part No.:

Spearpoint

PPA0014000

CATEGORY MILITARY CONNECTION

Solid Snubber

for Battery, Gamma or any additional

Thread Protector, Female
Part No.:

PPA0013000

www.f asdri l l .co m
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MILITARY CONNECTION

Military Connection Tool Assembly
Tools required to build the string:
Aluminum tool stands, x8
• Barrel wrench, x2
• Helix wrench or 1-1/2” crescent wrench
• O-Ring Grease
Lay out the tool stands first and space them evenly in a straight line.
•

Starting with the pulser, position the modules in the order they will be assembled from
the bottom up.
Remove the protective caps from the top of the pulser and the bottom of the next
module as shown below. Apply a small amount of grease to the 220 o-rings.

CATEGORY MILITARY CONNECTION

Place the barrel wrench on the pulser and lock it as shown to prevent the module from
turning during assembly.

Bring the modules close together so that the pigtail and the bulkhead can be connected.

Connect the deutsch pigtail connector together carefully and continue to turn the
connector until the red line on the deutsch pin connector is no longer visible.
22
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MILITARY CONNECTION

Military Connection Tool Assembly
Bulkhead to Centralizer Assembly

Turn counter-clockwise 2-1/2 turns

Lift the module and carefully bring them together so that the threads are engaged. Turn
the module counter-clockwise 2-1/2 turns (900°) before threading the modules
together. The counter-clockwise turns prevent the pigtail from over-twisting during
assembly.

Place the other barrel wrench on the second
module as shown below. In a safe manner,
apply approximately 475 N-m to 540 N-m
(350 to 400 ft/lbs.) of force using body weight
to ensure the connection is torqued
adequately. The barrel wrenches should be
dry and grip securely.

www.f asdri l l .co m
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CATEGORY MILITARY CONNECTION

Hold the second module and thread it
together, turning clockwise and pushing
carefully. Continue turning until the
connection is assembled and there is no gap
between the two modules. Ensure the
modules are level during assembly or it may
bind and damage the threads on the
connection. If it becomes difficult to thread
together, adjust the angle of the module and
find the “sweet spot” where it threads
together easily.

BOTTOM END

Bottom End Assembly
Part No.: AS002050BE

125 O-Ring

P/N: HSE0125V75

127 O-Ring

P/N: HSE0127V75

Plenum

P/N: PBE0015000

Ceramic Sleeve
P/N: PBE0005000

Ram Stop

P/N: PBE0017050

Main Spring
P/N: PBE0036000

Polypack x4

P/N: HSE00PPV90

Piston Cap

P/N: PBE0030000

Shaft Oriﬁce

CATEGORY BOTTOM END

P/N: PBE0011000

126 O-Ring

P/N: HSE0126V75

221 O-Ring

P/N: HSE0221V75

Abrasion Ring
P/N: PBE0033000

221 O-Ring

P/N: HSE0221V75

Helix

P/N: PBE0038000

Signal Shaft
P/N: PBE0022000

Poppet Tip

SEE POPPET SIZE CHART

Poppet Bolt
P/N: PBE0014000

24
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BOTTOM END

Bottom End Parts
3" Ceramic Sleeve
Part No.:

PBE0005000

Plenum
Part No.:

PBE0015000

Abrasion Ring (HD)
Part No.:

PBE0033000

Female
Part No.:

Part No.:

Signal Shaft Orifice
PBE0008000

Signal Shaft
Part No.:

PBE0022000

Signal Spring
Part No.:

PBE0036000

Part No.:

PBE0011000

Piston Cap
Part No.:

PBE0030000

Ram Stop
Part No.:

PBEL0017050

CATEGORY BOTTOM END

Thread Protector,

Helix

Poppet Bolt, 1/2" Socket
Part No.:

PPT0030000

PPA0025000

www.f asdri l l .co m
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BOTTOM END

Bottom End Disassembly

Remove Poppet from Bottom End.
Use Break Out Bar - 1/2" Crescent Wrench
Barrel Wrench
Do Not Put Barrel Wrench On Indicated
Area (Ceramic Sleeve)

Remove Helix from Plenum.
Use Crescent Wrench
Barrel Wrench

CATEGORY BOTTOM END

Do Not Put Barrel Wrench On
Indicated Area (Ceramic Sleeve)

Remove Plenum from Pulser
Use Two Barrel Wrench's
Do Not Put Barrel Wrench On
Indicated Area (Ceramic Sleeve)

26
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BOTTOM END

Bottom End Rebuild

Clean All Components Thoroughly
Inspect for Wash and Wear

Polypack O Rings for
Signal Shaft
Remove O Ring from
Center of Polypack

CATEGORY BOTTOM END

Install New Polypacks Three
facing Down and One facing
Up

www.f asdri l l .co m
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BOTTOM END

Bottom End Rebuild

Use a good amount of DC-111 Lubricant

← Top O-ring is 124
← Bottom O-ring is 127

← O-ring here is a 221

CATEGORY BOTTOM END

The O-rings also need the DC-111 Lubricant.
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BOTTOM END

Bottom End Rebuild

Spring and Stopper Install into Plenum

CATEGORY BOTTOM END

Signal Shaft Install into Helix

www.f asdri l l .co m
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BOTTOM END

Bottom End Rebuild

Use a drop of Blue Loctite on
Helix Threads Screw Together

Use a drop of Blue Loctite on
Plenum Threads

CATEGORY BOTTOM END

Screw Together
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BOTTOM END

Bottom End Rebuild

Torque Helix to Plenum
Torque Plenum to Pulser
Torque Using Full Body Weight - 350ft lbs

Re install Poppet and Poppet Bolt Use a
drop of Blue Loctite Torque to 50 ft lbs

CATEGORY BOTTOM END
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MULSESHOE

Muleshoe Assembly
SMALL - 2-7/8" -3.75" OD TOOLS
Part No.: ASM0475GE

Wear Cuff

P/N: PMS0100000

Muleshoe Key
P/N: PMS0120000

Roll Pin

P/N: FRP0003000

Muleshoe Body

CATEGORY MULESHOE

P/N: PMS0020000

O-Ring

P/N: HSE0136V75

2 7/16" Retainer Ring
P/N: FSR0027160

Main Oriﬁce (multiple sizes)
Reference Oriﬁce Chart

Retainer Ring
P/N: FSR0020000
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MULESHOE

Muleshoe Components
Muleshoe Body, SMALL
Part No.:

PMS0020000

2" Retainer Ring
Part No.:

FSR0020000

for Small Muleshoes Part
No.:

FSCR002100

Part No.:

PMS0100000

Muleshoe Key, SMALL
Part No.:

PMS0120000

Roll Pin
Part No.:

CATEGORY MULESHOE

Set Screw

Wear Cuff

FRP0003000

www.f asdri l l . com
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PULSER MODULE

Pulser Assembly
Part No.: AS01000175

MILITARY Centralizer Fin
220 O-Ring

P/N: AS00720000 - SEE “DEUTSCH PARTS”

P/N: HSE0220V75

Circuit Sleeve, 55cm (21.5”)
P/N: PHSN011000

125 O-Ring

P/N: HSE0125V75

127 O-Ring

P/N: HSE0127V75

Rotary Connector Housing
P/N: PPU00310001

Motor Sleeve Housing
P/N: PPU0049000

125 O-Ring

P/N: HSE0125V75

127 O-Ring

P/N: HSE0127V75

CATEGORY PULSER MODULE

127 O-Ring

P/N: HSE0127V75

Linear Shaft Housing
P/N: PPU0038000

125 O-Ring

P/N: HSE0125V75

Mud Compensation Housing
P/N: PPU0050000

127 O-Ring

P/N: HSE0127V75

125 O-Ring

P/N: HSE0125V75

Seal Support Housing
P/N: PPUSEALSUPHSN

Pulser Screen
214 O-Ring

P/N: PPUFPSCREEN

P/N: HSE0214V75

Screen Main Housing
P/N: PPU0062000

220 O-Ring
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P/N: HSE0220V75

Tensor Thread Protector, Male
P/N: PPA0026000

PULSER ASSEMBLY

Pulser Internal Components
10-Channel Rotary Connector, Male
P/N: PPU0041000

MILITARY Pigtail

P/N: AS-CA-2855

Rotary Shoulder Coupling Flange
P/N: PPU0070000

DC Motor Assembly
P/N: PHSN011000

MILITARY Pigtail Adapter
P/N: AS00670000

Pulser Driver Electronics

Motor Spider Coupling

P/N: APD0001250

P/N: PPU0046000

Coupling Insert
P/N: PPU0025000

Ball Spider Coupling
P/N: PPU0013151

Ballscrew Assembly
P/N: NDR006G-G

Spline Shaft Coupling
P/N: PPU0082000

Spline Shaft
P/N: PPU0081000

Membrane Support

Pulser Solid Snubber
P/N: PPASLDSNUBPKT

Membrane Bladder
P/N: HSE0008000

Bellows Shaft
P/N: PPU0015000

Spline Nut
P/N: PPU0080000

10-Channel Rotary Connector, Female
P/N: PPU0041500

Upper Flexi-Seal Housing
P/N: PPU0086000

Lower Flexi-Seal Housing
P/N: PPU0039000

Servo Poppet
P/N: PPU0074500

Servo Oriﬁce
P/N: PPU0072500

www.f asdri l l .co m
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CATEGORY PULSER MODULE

P/N: PPU0023000

BATTERY MODULE

Battery Module Assembly

CATEGORY BATTERY MODULE

Part No.: BATT42

36
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BATTERY MODULE

Battery Module Components

MILITARY Pigtail
36cm (14 inches)
Part No.:

AS-CA-2855

MILITARY Wired Bulkhead

MILITARY Centralizer Fin
Part No.:

for Directional Module

AS00720000

Part No.:

AS00711000

Module Snubber
Part No.:

PPA0ELECSNUB

Pressure Barrel

Battery Core
42 Amp Hr

Part No.:

42Core

CATEGORY BATTERY MODULE
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BATTERY MODULE

Battery Safety
With proper use and handling, lithium batteries have demonstrated an extensive
safety record.The success and wide use of lithium batteries is partially because they
contain more energy per unit weight than conventional batteries. However, the same
properties, which result in a high energy density also, contribute to potential hazards if the
energy is released at a fast and uncontrolled rate. In recognition of the high-energy
content of lithium systems, safety has been incorporated into the design and
manufacture of all batteries. However, abuse or mishandling of lithium batteries can
still result in hazardous conditions. The information provided here is intended to give
users some guidelines to safe handling and use of lithium batteries.
In most cases, improper handling and storage, resulting in such
problems as overheating and short-circuiting cause damage to batteries. The
common safety practices have been outlined below; safety precautions to take with regard to
all aspects of battery storage and handling.

Storage

Batteries should be stored in their original shipping boxes, if possible, to keep them isolated
from each other, preventing external short circuits. Do not store batteries loosely, and do
not place batteries on metal surfaces.

Temperature and Environment

Batteries should be stored in a cool, dry, well-ventilated area with an optimal storage
temperature range of 35-75F. If prolonged storage is anticipated, batteries should be
protected against excessive humidity. This will prevent moisture from forming an electrical
pathway between the feed-through terminal and battery cover, which can lead to severe
galvanic corrosion of the feed-through pin, thus compromising the hermeticity of the

battery.

Hazard Consideration

CATEGORY BATTERY MODULE

Lithium battery storage areas should be clearly marked and provided with “Lith-X”
fire extinguishing material. Batteries might burst if subjected to excessive heating. In
case of fire, only “Lith-X” fire extinguisher should be used, as water will cause exposed
lithium to ignite. WATER IS NOT TO BE USED IN CASE OF FIRE.

Safe Disposal

The products of lithium/thionyl chloride battery deactivation are not toxic (non-hazardous),
once neutralized. Lithium/thionyl chloride batteries should be disposed of by an EPA
permitted treatment, storage, and disposal facility. Because each state and country
have different disposal regulations, contact your local environmental agency for instructions
on how to properly manage and dispose of waste lithium batteries.

Emergency Conditions

Because of the high energy density inherent in lithium/thionyl chloride batteries, the
potential for hazardous situations does exist. Most hazards are due to internal or
external heating of a hermetically sealed battery. Overheating causes liquid
electrolyte to expand, increasing hydrostatic pressure inside the can. This might cause
the battery to burst. Further heating can cause the lithium anode to melt, which, in turn,
will react spontaneously with the electrolyte and bring about a violent reaction of the battery.

38
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BATTERY MODULE

Battery Event Procedures
Procedure for Leaking or Vented Batteries

Leaking or vented batteries should be isolated from personnel and equipment. If possible,
the area should be vented to the outside. Prior to handling, the temperature of the batteries
should be checked with a remote-sensing device such as an infrared temperature probe. If
the batteries are at ambient temperature, they should be handled with rubber gloves or nonconductive pliers or tongs and placed in plastic bags containing Sodium Carbonate. Spilled
electrolyte should be absorbed with Sodium Carbonate and placed in plastic bags. All bags
should be placed in a sealed and labeled drum with Vermiculite or other non-flammable
cushioning material such as sand or Sodium Carbonate to cushion the batteries.

Procedure for Hot Batteries

As soon as a hot battery is detected, all personnel should be evacuated from the area. The
temperature of the battery should be monitored with a remote-sensing device such as an
infrared temperature probe. The area should remain evacuated until the battery has cooled
to ambient temperature. When the battery has returned to ambient temperature, it can be
handled by an operator wearing protective equipment (face shield, flak jacket and gloves)
with non-conductive pliers or tongs. The batteries should be placed in plastic bags
containing Sodium Carbonate and then placed in labeled drums containing Vermiculite or
other non-flammable cushioning material such as sand or Sodium Carbonate.

Procedure for Exploding Batteries

If a battery explodes, all personnel should be evacuated from the area. The area should be
vented to the outside until the pungent odor is no longer detectable. If the expelled material
is on fire, it should be treated as described below in the procedure for a Lithium fire. After
the residue has cooled, it can be absorbed with Sodium Carbonate and placed in plastic
bags. All bags should be placed in a sealed and labeled drum with Vermiculite or other nonflammable cushioning material such as sand or Sodium Carbonate.

Procedure for a Lithium Fire

CATEGORY BATTERY MODULE

Evacuate the premises. Personnel should avoid breathing the smoke from a lithium fire, as it
may be corrosive. Trained personnel wearing self-contained breathing apparatus or a
respirator with acid gas cartridges should use Lith-X fire extinguishers to fight the fire. When
the fire is extinguished and the residue cooled, it can be absorbed with Sodium Carbonate
and placed in plastic bags. All bags should be placed in a sealed and labeled drum with
Vermiculite or other non-flammable cushioning material such as sand or Sodium Carbonate
to cushion

Abuse

In general, the conditions that cause damage to batteries and jeopardize safety are
summarized on the label of each. These conditions include:
•
•
•
•
•

Short Circuit
Charging
Forced Over-discharge
Excessive heating or incineration
Crush, puncture, or disassemble

Very rough handling or high shock and vibration could result in damage.

www.f asdri l l .co m
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BATTERY MODULE

Battery Disassembly

Use Two Barrel Wrenches. Break Between Bulkhead and Pressure Barrel

Use Two Barrel Wrenches. Break Between
Centralizer and Pressure Barrel

CATEGORY BATTERY MODULE

It helps to put the tool under a pallet or the kit box
to break
the bulkhead and centralizer loose when field
operator is working alone. After breaking it loose,
pull the battery out.

Inspect Pigtail for Damage

Remove the 4 Machine Screws that hold the battery on to the Snubber Assembly
40
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BATTERY MODULE

Battery Replacement
Install New Battery
Core to Snuber
Assembly with four
machine screws.
Parts and Tools
1.

242 Loctite

2.

7/64 Allen Wrench

3.

4 battery screws

Install Military Pigtail

Insert Battery core installed onto Bulkhead into Pressure

CATEGORY BATTERY MODULE

Barrel Torque to 350 ft lbs

Install Centralizer onto Pressure
Barrel Torque to 350 ft lbs
www.f asdri l l .co m
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BATTERY MODULE

Battery Voltage Testing

Voltage Test
On the Break Out Box flip all
the switches on each line to
the make position.

Connect the Break Out Box
to both sides of the battery.
With the Multi Meter set to
Volts DC connect the leads
as shown. The Multi Meter
should show 29V. Under
Load it should show 26V.
When applying load on the
battery the Voltage should
increase to over 25V.

CATEGORY BATTERY MODULE

If Voltage 21V to 23V with
NO LOAD DO NOT RUN

It may take a while to get
up to 26V under load on a
new battery. This process
is called depassivation.
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BATTERY MODULE

Battery Ring Out
Set Multi Meter to Ohms (current)
When checking the continuity of
the lines in a battery module place
both leads from the Multi Meter in
position one top and bottom on
the Break Out Box. 1-1 should
show continuity ohm.

Leave the top lead on the one
position and move the bottom
lead to position (line) two. Lines
one and two should not show
continuity. OL is shown on the
Multi Meter.
Note- Lines Two and Three are
a cross over and will show
continuity.

Finish the ring out test by
continuously keeping contact on the
pressure barrel and running through
the lines from 10 -1

www.f asdri l l .co m
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CATEGORY BATTERY MODULE

Continue to do this until you end
at “10” and Mode 2. It should only
ring when they are on the same
circuit, for example “1” and
Common should ring. “2” and
Batt 1 should ring, etc.

DIRECTIONAL MODULE

Directional Module Assembly

CATEGORY DIRECTIONAL MODULE

Part No.: ASDM0175DE
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DIRECTIONAL MODULE

Directional Module Components
MILITARY Pigtail

MILITARY Pigtail Adapter

MILITARY Wired Bulkhead

36cm (14 inches)

with Transorb Protection

for Directional Module

Part No.:

AS-CA-2855

Part No.:

Directional Module Snubber
Part No.:

PPA0ELECSNUB

AS00700000

Directional Interface
Module

Part No.:

AS00720000

Orientation Module
Part No.:

300758

PEL0010000

Thread Protector, Male
Part No.:

PPA0014000

CATEGORY DIRECTIONAL MODULE

MILITARY Centralizer Fin

AS00711000

175°C

175°C
Part No.:

Part No.:

Thread Protector, Female
Part No.:

PPA0013000

Pressure Barrel

www.f asdri l l .co m
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SURFACE EQUIPMENT

Surface Receiver Components
XXT Positive Pulse Decoding System
Laversab Model 4152 with Wireless Radio, Cables and

Accessories
Part No.:

9m (30 feet)
Part No.:

CATEGORY SURFACE EQUIPMENT

Part No.:

AS001700TR

ASSGLV4152

Laversab AC Power Cable

15m (50 feet)
Part No.:

HCA0065000

Laversab XXBus Cable
Part No.:

www.fa s d r il l . c o m

Transducer Cable

45m (100ft.)
Part No.:

HTRN002000

129-1299A

Programming/Tool Test Cable

46

Pressure Transducer Assembly, 10,000psi

129-1201A2

Laversab USB/COMS Cable
Part No.:

129-1373A2

SURFACE EQUIPMENT

Testing Equipment

Digital Calipers

Precision measuring device.
Part No.:

SHT0014110

Gauss Meter

Measures magnetic fields
Part No.:

SHT0011300

Breakout Box

A breakout box is a critical piece of
electrical test equipment.
Part No.:

ASBREAKOUT

Digital Fluke Multi-Meter

An electronic measuring instrument that
combines several measurement
functions in one unit.
Part No.:

SHT0011200

CATEGORY SURFACE EQUIPMENT

Mechanical Flow Simulator
Electrically simulates flow and tests
pulser mechanical functionality.
Part No.:

ASMPS0020

www.f asdri l l .co m
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SURFACE EQUIPMENT

Handling Gear
Tool Stands
Aluminum
Part No.:

SHT0020008

Helix Wrench

1-1/2 inch Open End
Part No.:

SHT0012700

CATEGORY SURFACE EQUIPMENT

J-Latch Extension, 1.4m (5')
Part No.:

48

PLS0030005
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Barrell Wrench, 1-7/8"
Also available in 1-3/4 inch

Part No.:

SHT0012500

J-Latch Clevis
Part No.:

Stainless Steel
Part No.:

PLS0020000

J-latch Retrieval Tool

PPS0083000

Muleshoe Orienting Wrench
Part No.:

Lifting Bail Sling

SHT0014500

Part No.:

PLS0030000

SURFACE RECEIVER

Set Up and Set Tool Face High Side
Set Up Procedure

Make sure all tool connections are tight including the bottom end
Make sure the Key Way in the Helix is facing up
Use a level for Accuracy

1) Plug In Rig Floor Display.
2) Plug in Programming Cable into Tool and Rig Floor Display
3) Open xxTool Test on the Rig Floor Display

CATEGORY SURFACE EQUIPMENT

In the xxToolTest window, press the ‘Zero TFA’ button. This sets your high side. You
can now perform a roll test to show the tool is providing accurate toolface telemetry in 5
different positions. Take a screen shot showing the tool at 0°.

www.f asdri l l .co m
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SURFACE RECEIVER

Tool Roll Test
Rotate the tool 90° clockwise, you should see the tool face change accordingly and
have minimal change to inclination and azimuth. Screen capture this position for your
run documentation. Repeat this process with the tool face at 180°, 270° (90°L), and
back to 0°.

CATEGORY SURFACE RECEIVER

Once Completed you can Exit the Program. You may receive these messages

Select Set Time

Select Exit Anyway

Select No

50
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SURFACE RECEIVER

Basic Configuration Settings
On the XXT Dashboard open xxConfig

To open an emailed configuration or a configuration from a USB drive select File- Open -Select
the config. Once Config is selected press the Configure Tool Button

Select Yes

www.f asdri l l .co m
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CATEGORY SURFACE RECEIVER

In the Tool Configuration window, press the ‘Configure’ button
You will see the system query the nodes.

TROUBLESHOOTING

MWD Failure Troubleshooting Procedures
The steps below are for a reference for MWD field troubleshooting. Remain
calm and use proper judgment while resolving a failure. Maintain contact
with Fasdrill team for assistance while trying to troubleshoot.
Operator experience is the most valuable tool when troubleshooting complex
systems. The following material, informed by experience and general best
practices, supplements knowledge the operator may already posses.
The first series of troubleshooting materials concentrates on the most commonly
experienced problems with the Navi Guide Pulse MWD system. It is broken
down into two scenarios.
Scenario 1 Deals with a situation in which no pulses are present.
Scenario 2 Covers a situation in which pulses are present but cannot be decoded.
Troubleshooting takes place in four areas labeled Area A through D.
Area A: Troubleshooting procedures that the operator can accomplish on the Rig
Floor Display
Area B: Procedures that must be accomplished either on the drill floor, mud
pits or around the pumps.
Area C: This Area encompasses any actions that involve the down hole tool
such as working the drill string or cycling the pumps.

CATEGORY TROUBLESHOOTING

Area D: Procedures at this Area are those performed while the Bottom Hole
Assembly and / or the tool are at the surface.
Follow the listed procedures in the order in which they are presented. If pulsing
returns to normal, discontinue troubleshooting and try to determine if the problem
is intermittent, aberrant or symptomatic of another system failing.
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TROUBLESHOOTING
MWD Scenario 1: No Pulse
1.1.

Determine if pulse is updating on the Pulse Waveform data Window.
Check to make sure that the computer has not locked up if the screen is not updating

1.2. Is the Rig Floor Display showing standpipe pressure on the screen? Make sure that
the program or the computer has not locked up if the standpipe pressure is not showing on
the DRT program display.
1.3. Ensure that down hole temperature has not exceeded operating limits of the
MWD. Normal operating limit is 150° C with High Temperature tools capable of performing
to 175° C. Remove the tool from the drill string if normal operating limits are violated.
Ensure down hole tool vibration has not exceeded operating limits of the MWD.
1.4.
Remove the tool from the drill string if normal operating limits are violated.
1.5. Determine if it is possible to see pulses on the standpipe pressure gauge. Pressure
fluctuations at the same time period of the pulse window indicate that the tool is pulsing. If the
pressure does not fluctuate, the tool may have stopped pulsing due to operating conditions.
1.6. If pulses are still absent vary pump rate in attempt to recover pulses. Be sure to try
flow rates with one pump only, two pumps, and the pump not in use when the tool failed
1.7.

Pumps and Hydraulic Check Procedure FASDRILL HYDRAULICS PROCEDURE
1.7.1. Is the mud aerated?
1.7.2. Is there a high level of solids?
1.7.3. Is the suction screen or pipe screen plugged?
1.7.4. Is LCM being mixed properly?

1.7.6. Is there air or foam apparent in the mud tanks?
1.7.7. Is pulsation dampener pressure set to 1/3 of standpipe pressure?
1.8 Circulate off bottom and pump a sweep with a water pill or high viscosity pill if possible in
order to remove solids that may be plugging off the MWD
1.9.

Work Drill String Procedure FASDRILL WORK DRILL STRING PROCEDURE

If it is possible that the MWD tool has become unseated out of the Muleshoe, pick off bottom
(with pumps off enough so that the drill string can be run in quickly and then stopped
suddenly without hitting bottom at the same time you can also rotate the drill string. Turn
the pumps on to see if the tool has seated properly and pulses are regained. You may need to
repeat this process a few times to successfully seat.
1.10. Resynchronization Procedure Leave pumps off for 5 min. Turn Pumps on for Re Synch
1.11. Remove Tool From Drillstring.
If you must trip out of the hole be sure to check for any signs of washout during the trip.
Once on surface, completely inspect Muleshoe and float valve for normal condition and
operation. Replace if necessary. Check that the Signal Shaft is free and operates smoothly.
www.f asdri l l .co m
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CATEGORY TROUBLESHOOTING

1.7.5. Is the mixing pump turned on?

TROUBLESHOOTING
MWD Scenario 2: Pulse Is Present Data Not Decoded
2.1.

Determine if pulse is updating on the Pulse Waveform Window.

2.2.

If the problem persists check the following items.

2.3.

Check that the quality and confidence levels are good. Generally, they should
be greater than 70% for Quality and 80% for Confidence.

2.4.

Make sure that the HiPL and LoPL (High Pulse threshold and Low Pulse
Threshold) values are correct. The best practice is to set the LoPL value above
the noise. HiPL should be set higher than the pulse can possibly attain but
lower than a torque wave created by stalling the mud motor.

2.5.

Make sure that the Fbwf (Final Band Width Filter) filter is set
properly. It should be set to a minimum and maximum of 60% at the high or
low end of the pulse window.

2.6.

Is down link enabled?

2.7.

If down link is enabled perform the Mode Switch Tool and Receiver
Down link tool to the same mode as the surface receiver if unable to decode
pulses.
If you are getting small pulses and cannot increase the flow rate, down link the
tool to a wider pulse width.

2.8. Cycle power to the receiver. If the problem persists then continue
troubleshooting.
2.9.

Change out the Rig Floor Display

CATEGORY TROUBLESHOOTING

2.10. If data still cannot be decoded inspect and clean cable
connections.
2.11. Inspect cables for damage. Replace if necessary.
2.12. Check the Transducer Procedure FASDRILL CHECK TRANSDUCER PROCEDURE
2.13. Perform Pumps and Hydraulics system check FASDRILL HYDRAULICS
PROCEDURE
2.14. Remove tool from drillstring.
If you must trip out of the hole be sure to check for any signs of washout during the trip.
Once on surface, completely inspect Muleshoe and float valve for normal condition and
operation. Replace if necessary. Check that the Signal Shaft is free and operates
smoothly.
Check that there is enough clearance below the MWD Muleshoe to allow laminar flow.
Typically, 3 feet of unobstructed flow should be below the Muleshoe.
Perform shallow hole test. If successful continue in hole to bottom.
54
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TROUBLESHOOTING

Fasdrill Check Hydraulics Procedure
Procedure to Inspect the Hydraulic System
If any parameter is incorrect notify the person in charge. Do not hesitate
to recommend a change of procedure, process or quality if necessary.
1. Is Standpipe pressure consistent? If not there are a number of things
that can cause the pressure to be inconsistent. Consider the following
as possible reasons why the pressure is not constant.
2. Air or foam in the mud system. Introduction of air into the mud system
will distort pulses to the point that they become undetectable. Check
the mud pits for foaming or bubbling. If present inform the person in
charge.
3. Check pipe screens for solids. Pipe screens, as well as in line screens
for the pumps, when packed with solids will distort pulses or even
prevent pulses from appearing on the standpipe or Pulse Waveform
data screen. Make sure that these screens are clean and free of
debris.
4. Pulsation dampers set to the wrong setting will cause pulses to
become distorted or make pulses disappear. Normal setting for
pulsation dampers is one third of system pressure. Make sure the
pulsation dampers are set correctly.
5. During the drilling process monitor the procedures and quantities with
which Lost Circulation Material (LCM) is mixed. The LCM should be
well mixed in the system and does not exceed Fasdrill
recommendations The mixing pump should be on and all material
mixed thoroughly.

CATEGORY TROUBLESHOOTING
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TROUBLESHOOTING

Fasdrill Work Drill String Procedure
Procedure to Work the Drill String
Working the drill string as recommended should only be carried out in
consultation with the person in charge. Be absolutely certain to follow all
necessary precautions to prevent the drill string from abruptly returning to
bottom.
1. Pick up off bottom 7- 10 meters (20 – 30 feet).
2. Open Kill line
3. Vigorously work pipe up and down. Do not allow the bit to collide with
the bottom of the hole.
A. If pulses are absent: check the Pulse Waveform data screen while
working the pipe. Moving the drill string should create pseudo pulses on the
Pulse Waveform data screen. If pseudo pulses appear the transducer and
transducer cable should be good. If normal pulsing does not return continue
to B.
B. Tool may be unseated: Perform steps 1 – 3 above.
4. Rotate at a minimum of 60 RPM
5. Return to step 1 and repeat this procedure several times.

CATEGORY TROUBLESHOOTING

6. Rapidly bring up the pumps and check for a pulse for at least five
minutes.
C. Pulses are still absent: return to the troubleshooting chart.
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TROUBLESHOOTING

Fasdrill Check Transducer Procedure
Procedure to check the Pressure Transducer
Checking the pressure transducer on the standpipe is an important
troubleshooting procedure, because it is the primary means by which the
mechanical pressure pulse is transformed into an electrical signal.
1. Remove pressure transducer from standpipe
2. Check to determine if the diaphragm is damaged.

CATEGORY TROUBLESHOOTING

3. Make sure that the diaphragm area is clear of debris such as mud,
LCM and, in cold climates, ice. Also check the area inside the
transducer mounting area on the standpipe and make sure this area is
also free of debris. If debris is present, thoroughly clean the area.
4. Replace the standpipe pressure transducer and bring the pumps up to
normal operating range.
5. If a pressure signal is now present on the Driller’s Remote Terminal or
the Pulse Waveform data screen, make sure that the pulses are being
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